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▪ What advisors are trying to achieve – and the challenges to those 
goals

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for communicating value to clients

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for more effectively delivering value to clients

▪ Key takeaways and discussion 

Agenda
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Building a better understanding of your practice-management 
challenges, to provide tools to help. 

Getty
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Tools to help with practice-management challenges 
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▪ Topics include business 
development, client 
relationship management, 
and portfolio construction.

▪ Full results are freely 
available to survey 
respondents only. 

The Advisor Insights Survey: a new study to gain insight into modern 
practice-management

morningstar.com/lp/advisor-insights-survey 
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What do you like most about being a financial advisor?

1. The impact I have on clients’ lives
2. It fulfills my passion for investing and financial planning
3. The lifestyle and work-life balance
4. I enjoy working directly with clients
5. The income and benefits
6. The interesting challenges and problems that the work presents
7. The ongoing learning

Poll Results

https://api.cvent.com/polling/v1/api/polls/sp-p06olh
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What other advisors say

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Ongoing learning

Income and benefits

Fulfills passion for investing and financial planning

Interesting challenges and problems

Lifestyle and work-life balance

Working with clients

Impact on clients' lives
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What is most important to your business in the next five years?

1. Growing business via more clients
2. Growing business via additional AUM
3. Improving work-life balance
4. Improving technology capabilities
5. Finding and retaining talent
6. Retaining clients
7. Maintaining the business and its lifestyle

Poll Results

https://api.cvent.com/polling/v1/api/polls/sp-6dm07z
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What other advisors say

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

Growing business via more clients

Growing business via AUM

Retaining clients

Increasing efficiency

Maintaining business and lifestyle
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Measuring long-term client success

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

42% 31%

17%

10%
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Key lesson: Advisors want to build a successful business by having an 
impact on their clients’ lives

Getty
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Communicating value

The challenges to reaching those goals

Delivering value 
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▪ What advisors are trying to achieve – and the challenges to those goals

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for communicating value to clients

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for more effectively delivering value to clients

▪ Key takeaways and discussion 

Agenda
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Why do prospects not become clients? 

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Used or planning to use insurance broker

Using or planning to use automated services

Not enough time to work with advisor

Preferred to wait for better market conditions

Wanted higher returms

Poor experience with previous advisor

Not right time for advising services

Service too expensive

Already had advisor

Managed money themselves
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Critical challenges advisors help clients manage are largely behavioral

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

Behavioral 
challenges

Financial 
challenges

72%

28%

Examples: panicking 
during market 
downturns, 
overspending, 
performance chasing

Examples: investment 
risk, investment 
diversification, tax 
planning
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The cost of behavioral biases

Kinnel (2018) 
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The value of behavioral coaching

Merril Lynch

Alpha in bps
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The value gap between advisors and investors

Lamas, Murphy, and Sin (2019)
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Key lesson: Advisors understand the value of advice beyond investment 
selection, but investors do not 
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Overconfidence bias: Investors overestimate their abilities

Moore & Healy (2008)
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Confirmation bias: Investors find and remember data that supports them

Nickerson (1998)
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How to Debias: Ask prospects to explain the opposite

Koriat, Lichtenstein, & Fischhoff (1980); Larrick (2009) 
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How to Debias: Behavioral education, especially just in time

Lynch (2014); Perttula (2010); Egan (2015)
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How to Debias: Emphasize the cost of behavioral biases

Morningstar, Inc
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How to Debias: Demonstrate the value of behavioral coaching
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▪ What advisors are trying to achieve – and the challenges to those goals

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for communicating value to clients

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for more effectively delivering value to 
clients

▪ Key takeaways and discussion 

Agenda
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Key life events for clients

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Marriage

Disability

Birth of children

Divorce

Other

Other family issues

Elderly health care

Career changes

Long-term care

Death of a family member

Changes in income

Financial windfalls

Home purchase or sale

Estate planning

College for children

Retirement
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Critical behavioral challenges advisors help clients manage

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Not feeling free to spend money

Poor planning for major financial events

Poor financial literacy

Too much debt

Stress over finances

Performance chasing

Overspending

Not saving enough money

Panic during market downturns
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Recommendations clients resist

Morningstar Advisor Insights Survey, 2019

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Career issues
Financial targets

Real estate related issues
Post-retirement decumulation

Investing strategies and choices
Family related issues

Timing and nature of retirement
Other

Estate planning
Market volatility strategies

Financial priorities
Budgeting

19% said clients “rarely or never push back on advice”
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Key lesson: People want to save, but they struggle

Wright (2014), based on Choi et al. (2001)
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Present Bias: People aren’t wired for long-term planning
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Mental Accounting Heuristic: Money without a purpose is easier to 
spend
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Status Quo Bias: Preference to maintain current state
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How to Debias: Externalize through automation
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How to Debias: Assign meaning to savings
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How to Debias: Reframe goals
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How to Debias: Visualize the future
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▪ What advisors are trying to achieve – and the challenges to those goals

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for communicating value to clients

▪ Behavioral biases and tools for more effectively delivering value to clients

▪ Key takeaways and discussion 

Agenda
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▪ Investors underestimate the 
value of advice.

▪ Advisors can communicate 
this value by demonstrating 
the costs of behavioral 
mistakes, the added value of 
advice, and counteracting the 
overconfidence and 
confirmation biases.

Key takeaways for advisors
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▪ Providing good advice isn't 
enough to help clients reach 
their goals. People struggle to 
follow through with their 
plans. 

▪ Advisors can overcome these 
challenges with automation, 
goal-based strategies, and 
future saliency techniques. 

Key takeaways for advisors
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morningstar.com/lp/advisor-
insights-survey 

Complete the survey for full access to the findings
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Tools to help these challenges 

morningstar.com/company/investor-success

morningstar.com/lp/advisor-toolkit
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Participate in future research
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Morningstar Research (Direct & Office Cloud)
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Questions?
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